Cut charting time by 25% or more with SayIt™ from Dolbey!

SayIt™ from Dolbey is highly accurate cloud-based speech recognition that helps quickly complete clinical documentation - whenever and wherever your day may take you. SayIt from Dolbey converts spoken words to text in seconds - enabling you to tell a better patient story.

SayIt from Dolbey is compatible with any EHR without the need for integration.

It's securely hosted in US and Canadian data centers, with reliability in excess of 99.5%.

**SAYIT FROM DOLBEY ADVANTAGES:**

**Easy, Affordable, Portable, and Friendly:**

- SayIt is simple to learn and use. Most providers are productive using it within minutes of being trained.
- With flexible, low cost subscription pricing, SayIt is designed to be affordable for the entire healthcare community.
- Because we are cloud-based, wherever there’s an Internet connection, you have access to SayIt.
- One account works well for both PC and Mac – no need to buy two products!
- SayIt supports all major medical specialties and can be quickly customized for your practice with tailored acronyms and taxonomies.
- We also offer a free Wireless Mic app!

**Reduce Documentation Time and Effort:**

- Reduce errors while entering data at 3-4X the speed of typing!
- Improve consistency of clinical documentation by creating detailed narratives quickly and accurately—directly into the system of record!
- Use voice or touch shortcuts to activate EHR macros, insert templates, and navigate system screens.

**Optimize your Workflow:**

- Complete templates and reports in seconds vs. minutes – using simple voice or touch commands.
- Additional computer-assisted coding, documentation and full service transcription capabilities are available through certified SayIt resellers.

**Technical Specifications:**

- Internet Bandwidth: 64 Kbps per user when dictating
- Peak bandwidth/30 users: 1.9 Mbps
- Average Bandwidth/30 users: .4 Mbps

**Device Requirements:**

- Microsoft® 7 & 10, macOS Catalina
- Approved audio device and sound card
- Internet access
- CPU: Intel-compatible 1.6 GHz+ Processor
- RAM: 512 MB Runtime
- Disk Space: 400 MB
- 32-bit or 64-bit Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.8 or higher

**SAYIT FROM DOLBEY GIVES YOU PRODUCTIVITY THAT IS OFF THE CHARTS!**

Ready to see what SayIt from Dolbey can do? Contact us at 1.800.756.7828 ext 145 or contact@dolbeyco.com to get started.